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giants of the west stand in the eyes of Africa? China will probably
have emerged as the closest comrade of the East African people and
of the continent of Africa at large. Dr. Nyerere and President Kaunda
in the present setting are resolved to see their joint economic aspira
tion come true, unmindful of the source of aid. This is the attitude
Africa needs, the sort of attitude, too, the new African would require.
Self-mindedness and forthrightness.

The role of the educated African in a society which is ready
for change should be vital, for economic and political progress. The
addest thing is that there is a rising class of African elite whose big

dreams are wild appreciation of luxuries and undisturbed pleasures.
This typifies the general attitude of the intellectuals. Their unwill
ingness to change and re-educate themselves is forever growing.
Whenever they do contribute anything in the form of writings it
is marred by a false sense of values. They are the agents against
progress. Their very rigid minds are apt to interpret a departure
from the Westminster pattern as the end of the world and the col
lapse of everything. The elite·s; must be prepared to.go into the bush
to tackle the problems frQm th~ir grass' roots. Of course one would
fall short if all the blame were heaped on their shoulders, but if we
are to see a new start, Africa must denounce these people who only
know they have their salaries to receive and nothing more. With this
qualification perhaps the next decade will usher into Africa capable
people to direct her affairs.
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The organisation of youth activities in Central and Southern
Africa has to be seen in an historical perspective to be understood.
Traditionally there was a horiztonal stratification of society by ag~

the degree of organisation being designated by "sets" or "regiments".
Whilst showing a strong attachment to the extended family group,
the young man, once having undergone initiation and seelusion
either through ceremonial rite or through passage of time, entered
into a pattern of age-group activity characterised by a high degree
of corporateness. The adolescent youth thus achieved status at an
early age. He realised that, whilst not achieving complete incor
poration into adult society, nevertheless his role and position in that
society was assured and understood.

It is possibly in terms of the role-action of youth that we can
best examine tra4itional youth culture in Africa. Amongst the more
decentralised peoples of the East, age-set formations were very strong.
The participation of a young person in such organisation was intense.
Age-sets were formed to organise youth in many spheres o-f societal
activity-as a means to acquire knowledge of the society's economic
pursuits, the system of law and order and, above all, the moral order
and system of values.

Much of this has changed. Age-sets have changed their func
tion in the urban areas, although initiation and seclusion still persist
in the rural areas.

The types of youth cultures operating in the different countr
ies in Africa vary with different social, economic and political condi
tions. In South Africa, the rigid part1tion of the country into socio
ecological areas by race (so-called Group Areas), has resulted in the
eme,rgence of a dynamic and vital sub-culture diametrically opposed
to the politically dominant but .t:lumerically inferior White group. •
Such a sub-culture aims, not to bridge the gap between family and
community, but to operate outside the existing family order. Before
examining this sub-culture in greater detail, mention should be made
of the persistence of some aspects of the traditional family order.
Thus, amongst the rural Xhosa (Red) migrant workers in towns of
Sout~ Africa, age groups have been set up to perpetuate age-mate
association based on a tribal pattern, although with a considerable
change of function in the urban ~etting. Despite the emphasis on
sociability and the settlement of disputes between members, how
ever, Red Xhosa age-groups in town do not form corporate groups
the absence of permanent membership being noticeable as well as
the permeability of barriers between Red (traditional) youth groups
and School (educated) contemporaries.

Emerging from the interaction of these two youth groups, has
grown the phenomenon of "tsotsi-ism" (ikhabi) which has been des
cribed by one investigator as a completely dispossessed, amorphous
gang formation organised for criminal purposes, who terrorise the
black population.s1Qf the larger urban complexities of Central and
Southern Africa.~ ) They commit a whole range of criminal



'negativistic' actions against both persons and property-almost
always ac-companied by violence. They nave been described as
utterly lacking in social ties, particularly with kin groups, being
largely urban-born and exhibiting defiance of both traditional and
contemporary community norms. Tsotsi-ism is essentially sub
cultural in action and orientation. In the absence of effective ad
ministrative or local community-based social controls to contain
such deviant behaviour in the townships, residents have often
resorted to rural-based sanctions and invoked retaliatory corporate
activity from elder generations (amakhaya) who resuscitate tribal
measures of punitive sanctions in an endeavour to restore public
and moral order. .

Joint activities and common loyalties are emphasised by the
use of a tsotsi "slang" whilst concubine women provide further
status symbols. By its successful defiance of the law and social
norms and with its own moral code of living at variance with that
of the community within which it operates, the tsotsi gang takes
upon itself full corporate identity. It is undoubtedly increasing in
effectiveness in setting up an ever-widening urban sub-culture with
in which standards of lawlessness, violence and destructiveness pre
vail. Shaw & McKay's (1942) description of the American slum
communities "not only disorganised and thus ineffective as a unit
of control. Only the delinquent SlOO criminal acts are organised) The
rest of social life is disorganised,,~2) appears to be applicable to the
tsotsi sub-culture. Certainly Laura Longmore inclines heavily to
this view although Sutherland and Whyte have laid bare the value
system of the slum and street-cornt1t,~ocietyand emphasised the
positive and organisational aspects,~,j) in America.

The corporateness of the tsotsi sub-culture presents a challepze
to the class theories of delinquency of Miller, Cloward and Cohen~'f)

Inevitably due to the racial stratification of South African society,
upward mobility is not only restricted-it is effectively barred by
entanglements of legislation, inferior education and the virtual ab
sence of legitimate opportunities to even the basic manual skills let
alone middle-class, status-bearing positions in the "white-collar"
hierarchy.

Tsotsi youth cuiture, then, can be seen to embody many of
the criteria of Western-orientated Youth movements-particularly
elements of universalism,. It is a social system in which the alloca
tion of roles and rewards is not based on membership of a kinship
unit (in fact membership usually precludes the continuation of
kinship obligations). The important institutional roles of the system
are independent of the family and other particularistic units. In fact,
family roles here are felt not to be harmonious with the wider social
syst'em and identification with members of the family does not en
sure the attainment of full social maturity and status, as is necessary
in both traditional and contemporary African societies.

Because South Africa's caste-stratified society restricts occu
pational mobility and sets up educational barriers to achievement,
tsotsi youth culture is thrown into sharp relief. Much legislation so
impedes the process of normal family growth, child maturation and
socialisation in the urban areas that the machinery for the early
formation of conflict-type age~roupingusing a mode of adaptation
to intense and~apid environmental change described by Merton as
"rebellious" ~)) has already been established. Add to this conflicts
inherent between (a) class dominated values of achievement as ex
pounded through education and access to the mass media of the
Western World, and (b) partial assimilation mto a highly technolo
gically-developed)ndustrial society and the result is a classic example
of alienation and personality deprivation. The situation is further
compounded by the inevitable clash between generations and their
value systems, implicit in the current transformation from a rural
based small-scale society to large-scale society where specialisation
and division of labour are the essential features.~b) Extreme vio
lence (physical intimidation, sexual assaults, use of dangerous and
often lethal weapons) combined with extreme frustration associated
with denial of political expression, rigorous influx control and puni
tive measures of state and administrative sanctions restricting resi
dential activity, have all combined to produce a third generation of
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non-familial, occupationally deprived and alienated young people.
They have opted out of all the conflicting value-systems operating
in a complex inter-racial urban milieu. Laura Longmore has des
cribed some of the characteristics thus:

"Generally the tsotsi element in any urban African township
comprises the most intelligent and adventurous of African
youth who, unable to find an outlet for their high spirits,
indulge in the sport of burglary close at hand. Instead of
developing into law-abiding citizens, they form a rapidly
increasing criminal element in the urban setting." (7). This

description, however, ignores the political (i.e. opposition to White
domination) basis of violent anti-social expression in South Africa
and the extent of the criminal content of that activity. She goes on

"Thus the tsotsi gangs provide a network of social and perso
nal relations and mutual obligations for satisfaction of the
otherwise anchorless adolescent. When family and society
fail him, the youth seeks the sanctuary of the tsotsi gang".

Miss Longmore at first paints a picture of complete social disorgani
sation and moral degradation but then admits this is only part of the
pictures: "New institutions and patterns have arisen in response to

demands for in-group activity, which flourises in the town
ships." Gangs with apt titles like "Spoilers", "Americans",

"Russians" learn to fight skillfully and endure pain and suffering.
But they are rejected, because of their violent hedonistic and ego
centric actions, by respectable middle-class apirants and traditional
amakhaya (homeboys) alike.

The attitudes and responses of these school, family and church
centred people can be seen in this descrption by Wilson and Mafeje
of tsotsis in Langa location, Cape Town:

"The age-set from 15 to about 25 of the tsotsi type are called
ijchaba from ikhaba -a half-grown mealie stalk. Tsotsis are
violent and bo.isterous, given to smoking dagga (Cannabis)
and fighting with knives. They are a by-word among the
migrants and 'decent people' in town for their wildQess 'and
the migrants will have nothing to do with them."~~)
A system of apprentice-serving and promotion incorporation

into an adult peer group appears to be apparent, on the lines descri
bed by Cohen and Cloward & Ohlin for the delinquent sub-culture
based on criminal values. From ikhaba, tsotsis may become ubari
'angry young men', bitterly resentful of White domination and
aggressive towards everyone. Ngubo, however, brings out an essen
tial difference between tsotsi and ikhaba :

"The group Vilakazi refers to as amagxagxa is the same group
the tsotsis call ikhaba. Ikhaba· tend to be crude, violent and
culturally rootless. They try to emulate the tsotsis, but lack
the education and the polish of the 'location boys'. Both the
tsotsis and the ikhaba are criminal elements of city communi
ties, but differ in that tsotsis, although not completely non
Violent, tend to commit crimes that call for speciaLgrerational
skills. They approximate white-collar criminals." ~

This then, has been a brief outline of youth cultures in South
ern Africa with a particular reference to the R~public of South Africa.
Much has been written in anthropological literature on the traditional
family and kinship system, and currel)t surveys emphasise the resili
ence of the extended family network in the urban setting. The
emphasis here, however, has been to bring out the resultant of the
clash between traditional and conte-mporary youth cultures-i.e. the
emergence of a delinquent youth culture in every respect sub-cultural
in terms of Cohen's criteria, but further compounded by a violent
reaction to White domination of the political, educational, occupa
tional and educational institutions in the urban townships. Aliena
tion is not such as to ensure complete dissociation from either
family-centred residential life or occupational norms as expressed
by White commercial and industrial standards. Much research needs
to be directed to assessing bureaucratic and organisational norms in
tsotsi sub-eultural society. To what extent do their criminal pur-
suits follow the structural patterns of "the syndicate" brilliantly
observed by Whyte in his classic 'Street Corner SOCIety'? Knowing
the persistence and resilience of neighbourhood and kinship in South
African townships it is not merely academic to trace out the ties
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between tsotsi activity-unacceptable to "respectable", migrant and
rural-based alike-and the overall network of social relations. Tsotsis
are hjghly mobile, enjoying access to modern transport which, if
illicit /and restricted by White racialist standards, nevertheless ensures
the majntenance and perpetuation of contacts over wide areas of the
towns.. They rely on kinship attachments for knowledge of admin
istrative regulation and the"disposal of much stolen_ property. Like
the criminal element in any industrial society, they are not com
pletely rejected and isolated. If this were so they would not exist
in such an extensive way and evolve such unified, however negativ
istic, patterns of behaviour. ID- the absence of any institutional
sanction on behaviour and the presence of known conc~rn by mot
hers and .kinsmen for late members of the family who "become
tsotsi", there must be much more inter-cultural contact than a
Western interpretation would establish. The challenge is there for
a closer examination of the tsotsi phenomenon in southern Africa.
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